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Introduction
Let A be an artinian ring. Then A is said to be of right local type if any
finitely generated indecomposable right ^4-module M is local (i.e. M has a
unique maximal submodule) and a ring of left colocal type is defined as the
dual notion. We say A is left serial if a left ^4-module A is a direct sum of
uniserial submodules. Tachikawa [4, 5] gave characterizations of algebras
of right local (or equivalently of left colocal) type.
Theorem (Tachikawa). For a finite dimensional algebra A with the Jacob-
son radical N, the following conditions (a)-(d) are equivalent.
(a) A is of right local type.
(b) A is of left colocal type.
(c) (Cj) A is left serial
(c2) For any uniserial left A-modules Lλ and L2 with \ Lλ \ < \ L2 \ , any
isomorphism θ: S1(L1)-->Sl(L2) is (Lly L2)-maximal or (L19 L2)-exΐendible (see
Section 1 for the definitions), where \ L{ \ is the composition length of Lί and Sι(L, )
is the socle of Li for ί=l, 2.
(c3) I eN/eN2 \ <2 for any primitive ίdempotent e of A.
(d) (dj) A is left serial.
(d2) eN=Ml@M2 for any primitive ίdempotent e of Ay where M{
is either zero or a uniserial submodule of the right A-module eN for each i=l, 2.
More precisely Tachikawa [4] gave a proof of the equivalence of (b) and
(c) for any artinian ring. But in the proof of the implication from (c) to (b),
there were two gaps. He himself pointed out one of them, namely [4, Lemma
4.9], and informed Fuller of it and that the lemma holds for any artinian ring
under a suitable assumption (D) which is satisfied for any finite dimensional
algebra over a field (cf. Section 3 for the definition of (D). See also Fuller
[3, Note p. 165].). Now the other one (which is related to [4, Corollary 4, 6])
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can be filled with an elementary lemma (i.e. Lemma 1.1 below, which is essen-
tially used in [5, Proposition 4, 2]) under the additional assumption (D).
In Section 3 we shall give a self-contained proof for the above stated im-
plication from (c) to (b). On the other hand we shall point out in Section 4
that the equivalence of (c) and (d) holds for any artinian rings. Unfortunately
it remains open whether any ring of colocal type satisfies (D), however in the
last Section we shall give an example of an artinian ring which satisfies (c) but
not (b) and remark that some simultaneous equations with 6-unknowns are
closely related to this problem.
For the sake of completeness we shall also give a proof of the implication
from (b) to (c) together with proofs for results which have been shown in [4]
and [1].
Throughout this paper A is a left and right artinian ring with unity, N
is the Jacobson radical of A and all modules are finitely generated (unitary)
left ^4-module unless otherwise stated. For a module M, we denote the top
MjNM of M by M, the composition length of M by \M\. For any integer
/>0 we define a sub module S^M) of a module M inductively as following:
Sβ(M)=0 and S^Λ^/S^M) is the socle of M/S^M). We denote by p(A)
the set of primitive idempotents of A. Symbols (a), -- ,(d) always mean the
conditions in the theorem above.
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor H. Tachikawa for
his valuable advice.
1. Preliminaries
Let M! and M2 be modules with submodules T1 and Γ2, respectively.
If a homomorphism <p\ M1->M2 canonically induces a map Tl-^T2, the map
is also denoted by φ: 7\->Γ2. Let θ: T1-^T2 be a homomorphism. We say
θ is (Mi, M2)-extendible if θ is induced from some homomorphism φ: M1->M29
and in this case φ is an extension of θ. We say θ is (M19 M ^ -maximal if there
is no module U such that T1^UdM1 and θ is (U, M2)-extendible. In case
T=Tl=T2 and θ is lτ the identity map of Γ, we simply say T is (M19 M2)-
extendible (resp.-maximal) if \
τ
 is (M19 M2)-extendible (resp.-maximal).
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 1.1. Let Mly M2 and T be submodules of a module M such that
M=M1+M2 and T=M1Γ\M2. If T is a submodule of T and φ: M^M2 is
an extension of 1
Γ
/, then for M{={x—xφ\x^M1} the following hold.
(1) M=Mί+M2.
(2) MίF(M2={x-xφ\xεΞT}.
(3) The epimorphism M1-^M{ defined by x-*(x—xφ); x^M^ induces
epimorphisms MJT'-^Ml and T\T'-*M{ Π M2, in particular \M{ Π M2| < |T\ — \T'\.
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The following lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 are due to Tachikawa [4, Lemma 1.3
and Lemma 4.4].
Lemma 1.2. Let Mly M2 and T be submodules of a module M such that
M=M,+M2 and T=Ml Π M2. Then
(1) T is (Mlt M2)-extetidible if and only if M=M{®M2 for some sub-
module M{ of M.
(2) T is (M19 M2)-maximal if and only if S1(M)=S1(M2).
Proof. (1) Only if part is immediate from Lemma 1.1. IfM=Mί0M2,
then the restriction map π2: M1-*M2 of the projection π2: M[®M2-*M2 is
clearly an extension of 1
Γ
.
(2) Only if part: Assume Sl(M)=U'ξ$Sl(M2) for a non-zero module
[/'. Since U'ΓιM2=Q and U'®M2^M29 E7/0M2=(M1+M2)n(C7/0M2)=
(M1Π(?7/ΘM2))+M2. Put U=M1n(U'+M2). Then we have U+M2 =
U'®M2y T=UΓ(M2 and T^UdM,. Applying (1) to U+M2, T is (17, M2)-
extendible.
Ίf part: Assume φ: U->M2 is an extension of lτ with T^UdM^
From (1) we have U+M2=U'®M2 for some module t/'ΦO. Thus *SΊ(M):D
Lemma 1.3. Let M{ (/=!, 2, 3) and T be submodules of a module M such
that M=M1+(M2®M3) and T=M1Γi(M2®M3), andπ3: Γ->M3 the restriction
map of the projection M2φM3-^M3. Then π3 is (Mly M3)-extendible if and only
ifM=(MΊ+M2)(&M3for some submodule M{ of M.
Proof. This is shown by the method similar to the proof of (1) in Lemma
1.2.
Let M and Pi (i=l, ~,n) be modules. Then a map φ: M-+ 0 Pf. has
ί = l
a matrix representation φ=(φly -'9φn) by the composition maps <pj\ M->Pj
n n n
of φ: M-> 0P, and the projections 0 P,—>Py. Similarly a map ψ: φ P,.-^ M
ι=l ί=l ι=l
has a matrix representation ψ=(ψ*ι, , ψ
n
)τ (the transposed matrix of (ψ*lf , ι/rw))
by the maps ψ,: P,->M. For idempotents ^ and / of A, we assume that
u&(eNr~lf) means eNr~lf^eNrf, u^eNr~lf and uζeN'f.
Let w
ί
eί(eΛΓr"1/
ί
), where e, f^p(A) and /=!, •• ,w. Denote a residue
class of Λ?e^ in eA/eNr by Λ and that of y^Af{ in ^/i/JV/,- by [>],. or simply
by[y]
Lemma 1.4. L^ u^t(eNr-lft) and put P—Af^fi for an integer r> 1,
w αw idempotent of A, /,- w α primitive idempotent and i=l, ~,n. Then
under the above notation, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1)
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(2)
n-l(3) There is a homomorphism i/r: φ Pt->PM swdi that
ι=l i=l
Λ «
(4) Tλtfre ίί # homomorphism φ: φ Pi-^Pn such that ( Σ MίV— 0
i=l ί=l
φ
n
 is an identity map, where φ=(φ^ •••, 9>»)Γ.
Proof. The equivalences (!)<=» (2) and (3)<^>(4) are clear since U
n
A is a
simple module.
(2)<=>(3). Note that any homomorphism P,- >P
Λ
 is induced from a right
multiplication map ά{\ Af{-*Afn by tf, e^4 with 0, =/X /n. The condition (2) is
equivalent to one that there are elements ai=fiaifn of A, /=!, •••,#—!, with
^ = MH ----- h^n-A-i which is equivalent to K] = [«Λ]H ----- f- [t^-A-J.
This shows the equivalence of (2) and (3).
We say that a module M is uniserial if M has a unique composition series,
and an artinian ring A is left serial if a left ^4-module A is a direct sum of uni-
serial submodules.
The following corollaries immediate from Lemma 1.4, noting A\u^\~A\μ2[—
Ae in Corollary 1.6.
Corollary 1.5. Let A be a left serial ring, e a primitive idempotent of A
and r and n integer s>\. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1)
(2) If Ply ~',Pn are uniserial modules with \Pi\ = r and a=(alj ••-,#„):
_ n
Ae~* θ P{ is a map with monomorphism a{ for each /=!, •••, ny then there existsi=1
a map φ=(φι, •••, φ
n
)τ θ Pi-^Pj far some j (1 <j<n) such that aφ = Q and
<PJ is an identity map.
Corollary 1.6. An artinian ring A is right serial if and only if for any
ui^t(eNr~1fi) (/=!, 2) the isomorphism θ: A[u^A[u^\ with [u^θ=[u^ is (Ply P2)-
extendille, where e,fi^ρ(A), Pi=Afi/Nrfi and [ui]=ui+Nrfi&Pi. In parti-
cular, a left serial ring A is (left and right) serial if and only if for any uniserial
modules L
γ
 and L2 with \Lλ\ < \L2\ , any isomorphism θ: S^L^-^S^L^ is (Lly L2)-
extendible.
2. The implication from (b) to (c)
The results in this section were essentially delt with in [1] (see [1, Theorem
2.5 and Remark 4]).
Let (E): 0->r-> φ P
Γ
 »M-»0 be an exact sequence of modules with mono-
t = l
morphism αrf : T->P{ for each ί=l, •••, n, where n>29 a=(aly •••, an) and β=
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(βι> '"iβnY Put L~Pβ. Let a'ji T-* 0 P, and /SJ: 0P,->M denote
« φy *Φy
maps induced from a and /?, respectively. Then as easily seen βj and /8/ are
monomorphisms for each j and in particular Pt— L, and ΣA— ® A More-
ίΦy »φy
over for any non-trivial partition 7=7x0/2 of 7= {1, •••, w} (i.e. J^ 72£7 an^
Λ Π 72=φ) we have 07j L, Π θ/2 L^T.
Conversely let T be a module and M = 2 LΊ a sum of submodules Lt of
a module M with the following property:
(A) For each/=l, ••-,«, Σ7,f = 0 A and for some non-trivial partition
Put Pf =Lf. and let /5: 0P|.-*M=ΣA
 be a
 canonical map (i.e. (xl9 •••,/ = !
x
n)β= Σ^*; ^i^PfO Then it is easy to see that we have an exact sequence
(E) with monomorphism α, and Ll =Pί/S as above. We say a sum M— Σ/Ί
of submodules L, with n>2 is a T-amalgamated sum (by (E)) if it has the pro-
perty (A) (and Li=Piβ in the exact sequence (E)).
REMARK 1. Consider the above exact sequence (E) and put T ~Lj Π ®Lj
Then we have commutative diagrams
ΘP,Aφ i ( P^L
Ta'i - Tj Taj —^ Tj
with isomorphism rows and inclusion columns. Since #/: y-> 0 P, and
αy: T-*Pj are monomorphisms, a map 0: Ta'j-*T(Xj defined by ta'jθ = taj
(tEiT) is well-defined and an isomorphism. Moreover we have (tctj)( — θ)β~
—taβj=(ta'j)β'j\
τ
.\ ίeΓ. Therefore it follows from the above diagrams that
θ orequivalently — θ is (0 P, , P^-extendible (resp. -maximal) if and only if
i φ/
Tj is (0 Lh L;)-extendible (resp.-maximal).
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a simple module and Lly * ,LM local submodules
n
of a module M such that M=^Li is an S-amalgamated sum, where n>2 and
ί = l
\ L f \ > 2 for each i=l, •••,«. Then M is decomposable if and only if Sj is
(0 Liy Lj)-extendible for somej, l<j<n, where Sj=((& Lt) Πiy.
Proof. Assume M has a non-trivial decomposition M— Mj0M2. If
σ: M->M=M/NM is a canonical epimorphism, L,σ is simple and we have
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M=Llσ® ~®Lnσ=Mlσ®M2σ by the assumption. Then by [1, Lemma 1.1]
there exists a non- trivial partition {1, •••, n} — /ιLU2 such that M—
(θ/2 Ll <r)=(θ/J L, σ)0M2σ. Hence we have M=M1+(0/1 L,Ή(® /, L,)
for ATM is small in M. But it holds 2\M\ = \Li\-l)+^(\Ml\
since |S| = 1. This shows M=M1®(®ItLi) or M— (07j Lf.)0M2. Thus
Ly is a direct summand of M for some /, which implies Sj is (0 L0 Ly)-
extendible by Lemma 1.2. The converse is also immediate from Lemma 1.2.
REMARK 2. Only if part* of Lemma 2.1 is essentially used in Proposition
2.4 for n=2 or 3. In the case n=2 or 3, Lemma 2.1 is shown by (applying
the Krull-Schmidt Theorem instead of [1, Lemma 1.1].
Corollary 2.2. Let S be a simple module and Pt a local module with
a n β
\Pi\>2for each i=l, •••,//. Assume (E): 0->5-» 0Pf -»Λf-»0 is an exact
sequence of modues with monomorphisms αt, where a =(a^ •••, an). Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is decomposable.
(2) There is a homomorphism ψ: 0P,— >Py/or some j such that afa—ctj,
where cCj *S-» 0P, is a map induced from a.
(3) There is a homomorphism φ: 0P,.->Py for some j such that aφ=Q
and <PJ is an identity map, where φ=(φlί ••-, φn)τ
Proof. Each condition of (1), (2) and (3) implies n>2. Hence, consider-
ing the S-amalgamated sum by the exact sequence (E), the corollary is immedi-
ate from Lemma 2.1 (see Remark 1).
Corollary 2.3. Let u{ e t(eNr~lft)for r>2 and put S=Ae and P~AfilNrfiy
where e, fi^p(A) and i—\, ,n. Let a^: 5f->Pί denote the monomorphism defined
by [ae]ai=[aeUi]; ae^Ae, where [— ] is a residue class in S or Pt . If 0->
5->Pj0 0P
Λ
->M— >0 is an exact sequence with a—(al9 , αw), then the following
conditions are equivalent.
( 1 ) M is indecomposable.
(2) u
λ
A® - - ®ΰ
n
A C eNr~\ where n{ e eN
r
"
1
 is a residue class of u{.
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 1.4.
We say that an artinian ring A is of left colocal type if any finitely generated
indecomposable left ^4-module is colocal.
Proposition 2.4. Let A be an artinian ring of left colocal type. Then A
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satisfies the condition (c) (i.e. (^), (c2) and (c3)).
Proof. (c
x
) If JV'-'/ΦO for f^p(A) and an integer r>\, then by the
assumption an indecomposable module Af/Nrf has a simple socle
which contains Nr~lf. This shows Nr~lfΊs simple. Thus A is left serial.
(c2) Let θ: S^L^-^SiLz) be an isomorphism, where Lλ and L2 are uni-
serial modules with |£ιl<|L 2 | . Then as easily seen we may assume L1 and
L2 are submodules of a module M such that M=L1+L2y S—L1Γ[L2 is simple
and θ is the identity map of S (see Remark 1). If θ is not (Lly L2)-maximal,
then by Lemma 1.2 S1(M)^S1(L2)=S. Hence M is not colocal, so M is
decomposable by the assumption. Thus θ is (L19 L2)-extendible by Lemma
2.1.
(c3) Suppose \eN\>3, where e<=p(A). Then ~eN^ulA@U2A@U^A for
some Ui^t(eNf^\ fi^p(A). Then there exists an indecomposable module
M such that \S1(M)\ >2 by Corollary 2.3. This is a contradiction. Thus it
holds \^N\ <2 for each e<=p(A).
3. The implication from (c) to (b) under a condition (/?)
Throughout this section, assume that A is a left serial ring. In this case
any local left ^4-module is quasi-projective. Let L be a uniserial module with
\L\=n and put L^S^L) and Z)f (Zr)=Hom (Liy ίt ) for each ί=l, •••, n. Then
Z>,.(L) is a division ring. If n>i>j>l, any element <p, : Li-^Li of A(L) is
induced from a map φ^ L,- »Lf, and moreover <£>,- induces an map φs\ Lj-^Lj.
Now we define a map λ,
v
: Di(L)-^Dj(L) by (&i)\j=<pj. Then as easily seen
λlV are well-defined and ring monomorphisms with equalities \ij\jk = \ik for
all i, j and k(n>i>j>k>l). Hence through the maps λ,
 ;, we can regard a
sequence A(^)» D2(L)y •••, Dn(L) as a descending chain
of division rings (cf. [4, p. 211]).
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a left serial ring. For a uniserial module L with
\L\=n and an integer r with l<r<n, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) D
r
(L)=D
n
(L).
(2) Any isomorphism θ: S1(L)-*S1(L) is (L, L)-extendible whenever θ is
(S
r
(L\ S
r
(L))-extendible.
Proof. Put Li=^Si(L\ i=l> - ,n and let φr\ Lr-^Lr be a map induced
from an isomorphism φ
r
: L
r
->L
r
. As easily seen (1) is equivalent to a con-
dition that there is a map ι/r
w
: L
n
-*L
n
 with (L
r
) (φ
r
 — ψ
Λ
)c L
r
_
x
. Since L is
uniserial, the last conditions is equivalent to (L^) (<p
r
—\]s
n
)=Q which implies (2).
REMARK 3. For an integer r>2, the condition (2) of Lemma 3.1 does not
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imply that any isomorphism φ
r
\ S
r
(L)->S
r
(L) is (L, L)-extendible (see Ex-
ample 1).
It is called by S
r
-classes isomorphism classes of uniserial modules with
composition length r. Note that for e and / in p(A) and an integer r>l, fA
is embedded in eNr~l if and only if Ae is embedded in Nr~lfy since these condi-
tions are equivalent to eNr~1f/eNrf^O.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a left serial ring and ey fl9 •••,/, and f be primitive
idempotents with fiA^fjA for z Φ/. Then for any integer r>\ the following hold.
(1) 73θ θΛ3 is embedded in eN^1 if and only if L^
(f"=l, •••,5) satisfy \Lf\=r and S^Lfi—Ae. (Thus in this case there are s Sr-
classes whose socles are isomorphic to Ae.)
(2) (fA)* (i.e. a direct sum of t-copies of fA) is embedded in eNr~l if and
only if dimΌl(L)\Dr(L)>t and S1(L)=Nr~lf—Aey where L=Af/Nrf.
Proof. (1) This is clear by the note above.
(2) Put rtΓ^~f=eNr-lfleNrf and D=fAf/fNf. Then (fA)' is embedded
in eNr~l if and only if dim eNr~lfD > t. By the above note,
AeiffAi sembedded in ~eN^\ Therefore Dl(L) = HomA(N^JN^τf}^
HomA (Ae, Nr~lf)—eNr~lf as right D-modules. The restriction maps φl :
Sι(L)-+Sι(L) of maps φ
r
: L-»L coincide with the right multiplication maps
by elements of D. Therefore we can identify D
r
(L) with Z), so the assertion
is immediate from the above /^-isomorphisms.
Let S be a simple module and L a uniserial module with | L \ > 2. Denote
by c(S) the number of 52-classes whose socles are isomorphic to S and put
m(L)=dim D^L)^^. The following lemma is easily seen by Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.3. Let Abe a left serial ring and e a primitive idempotent. Then
\eN\<2 if and only if c(S1(L))-\-m(L)<3 for any uniserial module L with the
conditions \L\>2 and S^L)—^*
Let S be a simple module. We call S of first kind if m(L) = 1 (i.e. A(£)=
D2(L)) for any uniserial module L with S— S^fy&L, and S of second kind if
S is not if first kind. By Lemma 3.2 A^e is of first kind if and only if eN is
(zero or) square free (i.e. a direct sum of pair-wise non-isomorphic simple modu-
les).
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a ring satisfying (c) and let L
λ
 and L2 be uniserial
modules with I L J r ^ l Z ^ I andS=S1(L1)—S1(L2).
(1) If S2(L1)—S2(L2), then Lλ can be embedded in L2.
(2) If S is of first kind and S2(L^— 52(L2), then any isomorphism θ:
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->*SΊ(L2) is (Zq, L2)-extendible.
(3) If S is of second kind, then L± can be embedded in L2.
Proof. (1) is clear by (c2), and (2) follows from Lemma 3.1 and
(c2). Moreover (3) is an immediate consequence of (1) since it holds c(S)=l
by Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a ring satisfying (c) and let Ply •••, Pn be uniserial
modules with |P, | >2 and cx{: *Sf->Pt a homomorphism for each ί=l, •••,«, where
S is a simple module and n>3. If O-^^ΛΘ ••• ®PW->M-»0 is an exact
sequence with a=(aly •••, an), then M is decomposable.
Proof. We may assume that | P
λ
 \ < \ P2 \ < < | Pn \ and each αt is a non-
zero map. Put Si = S1(Pi) and P/i = S2(Pi) and consider an exact sequence
β
r
- ' >0 induced from the above one. Then by (c3),
H
n>3 and Corollary 1.5, there exists a map φ' = (φ{, ~ ,φ'
n
)τ: 0Pf-»Py for
somey such that a'φ'= 0 and φ] is an identity map. Put /— {i\<p\ is an iso-
morphism (i.e. (S^φ'iΦQ)}. Then we may assume j= max ί by considering a
map φ'iφ'k'1 instead of φ\ for each i=l, •••, n if k>j for some k^l. By (c2)
for each ίe/, there exists a map £>t : P,-^P/ such that (Si)(φi—φi), where
we take an identity map as φj9 For each Aφ/, let φk: Pk~*Pj be a zero map.
Then for φ=(φly •••, φn)τ we have α^>=0, and therefore by Corollary 2.2 M is
decomposable.
We say that a module M is of l^-type (resp. !2-type) if M is indecomposable
and I Af I =1 (resp. \M\ =2), and M is of 1-type if Mis of 1
Γ
 or 72-type. Since
^4 is left serial, the modules of /i-type coincide with the uniserial modules.
Proposition 3.6. Let A be a left serial ring satisfying (c2). Then a module
M is of I2-type if and only if there exist uniserial submodules Lλ and L2 which satisfy
the following conditions.
(1) M=L^L2and\L,\, \L2\>2.
(2) S=Ll Π L2 is a simple module and S is (L^ L^-maxίmal. Moreover
in this case S—S^M), so M is colocal.
Proof. Ίf part and S=S1(M) are immediate from Lemma 1.2.
Only if part: Let M be an indecomposable module with \M\ —2. Then
we have clearly M=L1+L2 for some uniserial submodules Lλ and L2 such that
L1Γ\L2^Fθ and 2< | Ll \ < | L2 \ . Assume L± Π L2 is not simple. If S' is a simple
submodule Ll Π L2, then S' is not (Zq, L2)-maximal so S' is (L19 L2)-extendible
from (c2). Thus by Lemma 1.1, M=L{-\-L2 for some uniserial submodule L{
of M such that | L{ Π L2 \ < | Lλ Π L2 \ . Iterating this argument, the assertion
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holds.
Let M9 L! and L2 be as the above proposition. If | L: | < | L2 \ , then | L2 \
is equal to the Loewy length t of M (i.e. Λ/^M Φθ and ΛΓ'M^O) and we have
\L1\ = \M\ — \L2\+ί. Thus we define an integer s(M) as min {ILJ, |L2 |}
determined by M. Moreover we define s(L) as | L | if L is a uniserial module.
Now we consider the following condition (D) which is always satisfied
for finite dimensional algebras over a field.
(D) dim^jr) D^L^dim D^L)^^ for any uniserial left ^4-module L with
Note that the condition (D) is equivalent to the following:
Nf) = dίmHomA(NfyΊ^f)D for any f^p(Λ), where D denotes a division
ring fAf/fNf and Hom^ (Nf, Nf) is canonically regarded as a (D, D)-bimodule.
Lemma 3.7. Let A be a ring satisfying the conditions (c) and (D). If
M is a module of I2-type and L is a uniserial module with \L\ <s(M), then any
homomorphism θ: S^L^S^M) is (L, M)-extendible.
Proof. Put 3=3^1) and S'= S^M). From Proposition 3.6, there exist
uniserial submodules Zq and L2 of M such that M— L^L^ \L^\>2 (/=!, 2),
*S"=L! Π L2 is simple and (Lly L2)-maximal. Then we have | L | < | L, | /= 1, 2,
from the definition of s(M). We may assume θ: S-*S' is an isomorphism, since
otherwise θ is a zero map.
(i) In case S is of first kind. Since S' (— S) is of first kind and (Ll9 L2)-
maximal, we have S^L^^S^L^ by Lemma 3.4. It follows from c(51(L))<2
that 5'2(L)^52(L1) or 52(L)— 52(L2). Thus by Lemma 3.4 θ is (L, L, )-extendi-
ble for some ί=l, 2, and consequently (L, M)-extendible.
(ii) In case S is of second kind. Put r=\L\ and Mf=S
r
(L1)+Sr(L2)c:M.
It suffices to show that θiS-^S^M') is (L, AΓ)-extendible. Thus we may
assume M— M' and r=\L\ = \L1\ = \L2\. Since S is of second kind and
5=51(L)^^5r1(L1)^^5'1(L2), we have isomorphisms β{: L->Lt for /= 1, 2 by
Lemma 3.4. Let s be an elements of S. Since the restriction maps /3, :
S-*S1(Li)=S' are isomorphisms, there is an isomorphism X: S— >S such that
s\β1=—sβ2. Define a: S-*L®L and β:L@L-+M as $α=φλ, ί) and
β=(βly /52)τ. Then we have an exact sequence 0-»*S-»L0L-»M-»0. Since
S' is (Lj, L2)-maximal, λ is also (L, L)-maximal (see Remark 1). The maps
β
λ
: S-*S' and θ: S-+S' are isomorphisms, so we have an isomorphism μ:
S^>S such that sθ=sμβ1, i.e. sθ=s(μ, 0)β. By Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.3 and
the assumption, it holds that D2(L)=Dr(L) and dimΰr(L) D1(L)=dimί)1(L)z,r(L)=2.
On the other hand λ: S-*S is (L, L)-maximal, so \$ΞD2L) = Dr(L). Con-
sequently D1(L) = Dr(L)ls + Dr(L)\ and there exist maps φ{\ L-+L (i= 1, 2)
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such that μ — <7>ιl
s
— <?>2λt in A(£)> i e. sμ=sφl—sφ2\. Put φ=(φly φ2): L
LΦL. Since (sφ2\, sφ2)β = (sφ2)aβ = 0, we have $£>/? = ($9 ,^ ^ 2)^
(sφl—sφ2λ,,Q)β=s(μ,0)β=sθ. This shows 90/3: L-^M is an extension of
For any artinian ring A, the condition (b) implies (c) by Proposition 2.4.
But its converse does not necessarily hold (see Example 3). The following
proposition shows the converse holds under the condition (D).
Proposition 3.8. Let A be a ring satisfying conditions (c) and (D). Then
A is of left colocal type.
Proof. Let M be an A -module with \M\=n. By induction on ny we
show that M has a decomposition M=M10 φMr such that each M, is of
/-type. If n=l or 2, then the assertion holds by Proposition 3.6. Assume
»>3. Then it suffices to show that M is decomposable, for any proper direct
summands of M has a decomposition as above by the inductional 'assumption.
From \M\ = n we have M = Ll-\ ----- \-Ln for some uniserial modules Lt , /=!,
•••,#, since A is left serial. We may assume ILJ <!!/,•! for each ί=l, •••,//.
By inductional assumption L2-\ ----- \-Ln = M2® ®Mr for some modules Mt
of /-type; ί=2, •••, r. If there is a module M
ι; 2<i<r, such that s(Mt }< ^  | ,
then we have M= L{-\ ----- \-L'
n
 for some uniserial submodules L' with
II/ί^lLJ. Iterating of this argument, we may assume that M==L1+(M2φ
— 0M
r
). and \L1\^s(Mi) for each i. Put M'=M2θ 0Mr and Γ=L1nM'.
If Γ is a zero module, our assertion is clear. Assume | T \ > 2. Let *S be the
simple submodule of T and denote by π f : T-^M{ the restriction map of a projec-
tion M20 0Mr-»MI for each /. Then by (c2) and Lemma 3.7, π{\ S^M{
is (Lj, Mf )-extendible, for this is clear in case TT,- is zero-map. Hence S is
(L!, M')-extendible, so there exists a uniserial submodule L{ such that M=
Lί + M', I L ί ^ l A I and |Lί n M ' | < | Γ | by Lemma 1.1. Iterating this
argument, we may assume Λf=L1+(M20 0My), |LJ <ί(M, ) for each ί=2,
•• ,r, and Γ=L1n(Λί20 φΛfr) is simple. If My is of /2-tyρe for some
j(2<j<r), then πf. T-^Mj is (£j, My)-extendible and therefore by Lemma
1.3 M is decomposable. If Mf is of Λ-type for any ί(2<i<r)> then M is
decomposable by Lemma 3.5.
4. The equivalence of (c) and (d)
In this section we study the following condition (Er) (for any integer r>l)
which is a generalization of (c2) (i.e. (E2) implies (c2)).
(Er) For any uniserial modules L
λ
 and L2 with r< |LJ < \L2\, any iso-
morphism θ: S^LJ-^S^L^ is (Llt L2)-extendible whenever θ is (S^Lj), Sr(L2))~
extendible, where r is an integer >1.
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In particular the equivalence of (c) and (d) is shown as an immediate con-
sequence of a necessary and sufficient condition for left serial rings to satisfy
(Er) (c.f. Corollary 4.4).
For submodules L19 •••, Ln of a module M, we say that L19 ~,Ln are in-
n n n
dependent if the sum 2 Lf is direct (i.e. Σ L, =© L, ).
Lemma 4.1. L#£ A be a left serial ring and u^t(eNr 1fi) for /=!, •••,»,
r is an integer, e is an idempotent and /, ά a primitive idempotent. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) U^A, ~,n
n
A are independent, where ni is a residue class Ui-\-eN
r
 of u{
in eNr~lleNr.
(2) UiA, •••, u
n
A are independent and fi^θ 01/^4 is a direct summand of
Proof. (1)=>(2). Assume u^ ^u^A are dependent. Then there are
elements ai=fiaig of A, i= 1, ••-, n such that u^a^ ----- \-unan = Q and ukak^pQ
for some k, ί<k<ny where g^p(A). Since Ag is uniserial by the assumption,
there is an integer j, l<j<n, say j = n, with Au^α^Aunα^Ag for each
/=!, ••-,«. Clearly we have Aui—N'^ft and Au
n
α
n
=Ns~1g for some integer
ί. Consider Λf : Af{-*Ag a right multiplication map by α{. Then we have
(Nr~lf,ϊ)ά
n
=Au
n
α
n
—Ns~lg, which shows s>r and α
n
 induces an isomorphism
ψV Af
n
/Nrf
n
->Ns~rg/Nsg. Moreover (l^f^α^Nu^CLNunOn^N'g and so ^
induces a homomorphism ψ,-: Afi/Nrfi-^Ns~rglNsg. Put ψι = ( ψ 1, •• , ψ ll)τ
and 9>— (9?!, •••, φ
n
)τ = ψ ψ ί1. Then from w1α1+ ---- [-wnΛM = 0, we have
Σ M9>i=( Σ MΨ.OΨiΓ1 = [ Σ M. ΛjΨ'ί1 = 0> where [«,.] and [ Σ M,-^ ] denote
»=1 ί=l l = 1» <=1
residue classes w, +7Vr/t and *Σ
u
*
αi-\-Nsgy respectively. Clearly φn=tyn'fynl
is an identity map. Hence by Lemma 1.4, u
α
A, •••, ΰ
n
A are dependent. Thus
(1) implies that w^4, •••, u
n
A are independent.
Next under the condition (1) we show u^A® --@u
n
A is a direct summand
oίeNr~l Since z/^4, •••, w
w
^4 are independent, there are elements Vi^t(eNr~lgi)',
gitΞp(A), ί=l, —,ι», such that ^V^-MΘ θMθMΘ θ^ .^ There-
fore it holds eNr-1=ulAφ"'φunA®v1A®'"®vmAy for ^A, ~ ,nnA,vλA, •-,
are independent and eΛΓ is small in eNr~l.
2 = Φ 1 . This is clear.
Corollary 4.2. L ί^ A be α left serial ring, e an idempotent of A and r an
integer>\. Assume a right A-module M is a direct summand of eNr~λ with
\M\=n. Then we have M=u1A®~ ®unA for some u{ e t(eNr~lft\ where
and i=l, --,n. Therefore M is a direct sum of local right A-modules.
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Proof. If σ\ eNr l-*eNr l is a canonical map, M^Mσ. By the assump-
tion eNr~l = M@M' for some submodule Mr of eNr~\ Hence 'eNr~'l =
Mσ®M'σ=ΰlA®"'@ΰnA®M'σ for some ι/ίeί(βΛΓr"1/f) with u^M. There-
fore by Lemma 4.1, eN'-^^ΆξB ΦfnAΦM'. But t^θ θi/^cM, and
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a left serial ring and e a primitive idempotent of
A and r an integer > 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) For any unίserial modules L
λ
 and L2 such that S^L^^Ae and
r<\L1\<\L2\, any isomorphism θ: S^LJ-^S^L^ is (Lly L2)-extendible whenever
θ is (5
r
(LO, S
r
(L2))-extendible.
(2) The right A-module eNr~l is a direct sum of unίserial submodules.
Proof. Note by Lemma 4.1 and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem the condi-
tion (2) is equivalent to the following: For any v^t(eNr~lg)\ g^p(A), vA
is a uniserial right A-module.
(1)=>(2). Let v<=.t(eNr~lg)\ g^p(A). By Lemma 4.1, eNr~l=vA®M for
some submodule M. Assume vA is not uniserial. Then vNs is not simple for
some *>1. Since eNs+r~1 = vNs®MN\ by Lemma 4.2 vNs = u1A®-"®umA
for some ui^t(eNs+r~1fi)^fi^p(A)y where m>2 and /= 1, ~ ,m. Hence we
have u—vai for an element a{ of A with ai=gaifiJ ι=l, 2. By the assumption
Au~Ns+r-lfi and Av=Nr~lg. Put P=Ag/Nrg and L—AfJN3^^. Since
Ava—Aui and Nrgai=N
s+rfi9 a right multiplication map a{: Ag-^Af{ induces
an isomorphism v/rf.: P-^Sr(L^) with [v]ψi = [ui], where [v]^P and \ut}^Li
are residue classes of v and uiy respectively. Put <p'=ty\
l
^2- We have an
isomorphism φ': S
r
(L^) -> S
r
(L2) with [u^\φr = [u2], and clearly A[ui] = S1(Li).
Then by the condition (1), there is an isomorphism φ: L1-*L2 with [u1]φ=
[z/2]. This is a contradiction by Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 4.1.
(2)=Φ(1). Assume (2). Let L
:
 and L2 be uniserial modules as in (1) and
θ: 51(L1)-^5f1(L2) be an isomorphism which has an extension φr: S^L^-^S^L^.
It suffices to show (1) in the case \Ll\ = \L2\ =s+r and Li=Afi/Ns+rfi where
£>1, fι^p(A) and ί=l,2. Since Lf is uniserial, P—Sr(L^)— SrL2) for some
P = Ag/Nrg:tg^p(A). Hence we have isomorphism ψt : P-^5r(L,.); z— 1, 2,
with tyi<p
r
=Y2> which are induced from right multiplication maps ά{\ Ag—^Af{
by a—gaji^A. Thus for some v<=t(eNr~lg) and κ
ί
eί(βΛ/r*+Γ-1/
ί
); ί=l,2, it
is satisfied ^[^-^(P), ^[wj = (^L,-), [ϋΛj = [M, ] and [ttjfl^ttj. By the
assumption ^  is uniserial and hence it holds va
λ
A^>va2A or vaλAc:va2A.
If va^Al^va2A, then we have va2=va^ for some c^faf^A. Hence 0 is ex-
tended to the right multiplication map c: Ll-*L2 since [u1]£=[va1]£=[va1c]=
[va2]—[u2]. The assertion is similarly shown in the case valAdva2A.
By Lemma 4.3 we have the following corollary. In case r— 1, the corollary
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implies the last assertion in Corollary 1.6.
Corollary 4.4. A left serial ring A satisfies the condition (Er) if and only
if the right A-module Nr~l is a direct sum of unίserίal submodules.
If A is a finite dimensional algebra over a field, A is of right local type
if and only if A is of left colocal type by the duality. Thus by Propositions
2.4 and 3.8 and Corollary 4.4, we have the following theorem which is shown
by Tachikawa [4, 5] except for the equivalence (c) and (d) for artinian rings
(see the introduction).
Theorem 4.5 (Tachikawa). Let A be an artinian ring and consider the
following conditions.
(a) A is of right local type.
(b) A is of left colocal type.
(c) (GI) A is left serial.
(c2) For any uniserίal left A-modules Zq and L2 with \ Lλ \ < \ L2 \ , any
isomorphism θ: Sl(L1)-^Sl(L2) is (Lly L^-maximal or (Lly L2)-extendible.
(c3) I eN/eN2 \ < 2 for any primitive ίdempotent e of A.
(d) (dj) A is left serial.
(d2) eN=Ml@M2y for any primitive idempotent e of A, where Mi
is either zero or a uniserίal submodule of the right A-module eN for each i~l, 2.
Then (b) implies (c), and (c) is equivalent to (d). If A satisfies the condition
(D), then (c) implies (b). In particular if A is a finite dimensional algebra over a
field, then the conditions (a)-(d) are equivalent.
5. Examples
EXAMPLE 1. Let K be a field and A a subalgebra of a full matrix algebra
M3(K) which is defined by the following:
Then A satisfies (d) (and so (c)). Let e{j be the (/, y)-matrix unit of M3(K)
J<3) and put e = e
n
. We have Ne = Ke21 + Ke3l, where N=radA.
Define a map φ: Ne-^Ne by (be21+ce3l)φ=be21-\-(b-}-c)e31; b,c^K. It is easy
to see that φ is an automorphism of Ne. Since the restriction map φ^\ S^Ne)-*
S^Ne) of φ is an identity map, φ1 is (Ae, ^)-extendible. (More generally
S\(Ne) is of first kind, so any automorphism S^Ne) -> S^Ne) is (Ae, Ae)-ex-
tendible.) But φ: Ne-^Ne is not (Ae, ^4e)-extendible, since any automorphism
Ae-^Ae is a right multiplication map a by an element a of eAe (~K). Thus
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the condition (c2) does not necessarily imply the following: Any isomorphism
θ
1
: *Sr2(L1)-»52(L2) is (L19 L2)-extendible for any uniserial module L1 and L2 with
2< l/yj < \L2\. (This example shows the condition II in Introduction of [4]
is not equivalent to the condition II in [4, Theorem 5.3].)
EXAMPLE 2. There exists an artinian ring of left colocal type which is
not a finite dimensional algebra over a field and moreover is not serial: Let
K be a field and F a field of quotients of the polynomial ring K[x] in one in-
determinate. Let τ: F^>F be a ring endomorphism extended from an endo-
morphism [^#]->J£[#] which fixes K and maps x onto x2. Put M=F and
consider an (F, F)-bimodule M defined as a m b=am(b)τ; a, b^F, where the
multiplication in right side of the equality are those in the field M (=F). Let
A=F[XM be a trivial extension of F over M. Then A is an artinian ring with
Jacobson radical N=M which satisfies the condition (d). Moreover A satisfies
the condition (D) since HomA(A/N,A/N)^F is a field for a unique simple
left A-module A/N (up to isomorphism). Hence A is of left colocal type by
Theorem 4.5. On the other hand A is not a finite dimensional algebra over
a field since the center of A is equal to (K, 0). Clearly A is not serial.
Next we give an example of an artinian ring which satisfies the condition
(c) but is not of left colocal type. For modules S, Lr and a submodule S'
of L' and a homomorphism θ: *?->*?', we denote also by θ: S-*L' the com-
position map S->L' of the map θ: S-+S' and the inclusion map S'->!/'.
The following lemma is due to [1, Proposition 2.6].
a » β
Lemma 5.1. Let 0-^T1—» 0 Pf ->Λf->0 be an exact sequence with colocal
modules P, and a=(a
ί9 •••, an). Assume each map α, : T-*P{ is a monomorphίsm
with Imα,—P, and Coker a
λ
 is a simple module. Then M is decomposable if
and only if there exists a map ψ: 0P,-»P, for some j(l<j<ri) such that
Γ
=ah where a
fj\ T-> 0 P.- is the map induced from a: T-> 0 P,.
ίφ/ ί=ι
Proof. Put L—Piβ and T—Taβ. Then it follows from the assump-
tion that M=Ll-\ \-LM, Tj = Ljn(®Li) and L^T^ is simple. If sufficesfφy
to prove that M is decomposable if and only if Tj is (0 Lf , Ly)-extendible for
»φy
some j (see Remark 1). ΊP part is immediate from Lemma 1.2. Assume M
has a non-trivial decomposition M=M1@M2. Since L2-\ \-Ln=L2@~'®Ln
and ^ is colocal for each z—2, •••,/*, we have 5f1(L2)0 05'1(Lw)c51(M1)0
51(M2)=S1(M) and /SΊ(L,) is simple. Then by [1, Lemma 1.1] there exist a
partition {2, ~,n}=I1\JI2 and submodules Kλ and K2 of S^M) such that
which shows
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MD(07lL,)0M2 and MlDM^Θ/A )- But 2\M\ =Σ \L,\ + \M,\ + \M2\ +1
since L^ is simple and T1=L1Γ{(ώ Lέ). This shows that M= (0/Lf.)0M2
ί = 2
(so ΛΦφ) or M=M10(0/2LI ) (so !2Φφ). Thus L; is a direct summand of
M for somey, so 71, is ( 0 L,, L;)-extendible by Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 5.2. Lei A be a left serial ring satisfying (c2) and L a uniserial
module such that \L\>2 and D
λ
(L)ϊ£D2(L). Then the following statements hold.
( 1 ) L is projective.
(2) Let M be a module such that M=L
λ
-\ ----- \-L
n
 is a mm of uniserial
submodules L{. If |L|<|L, | for each i=l, ,n, then any homomorphίsm θ:
is (L, M)-maximal or (L, M)-extendible.
Proof. (1) Assume L^Af/Nrf-J^p(A), and JVΎΦO. Then for £'=
AfjNr+1f we have D^L'^D^L'^D^L') since we may assume D2(L')=
D,(L) and D3(L')=D2(L). This contradicts (c2) by Lemma 3.1. Therefore
Nrf=Q, so L is projective.
(2) We may clearly assume θ is a monomorphism. Put Pi=Li and let
Pι0 0P« be the outer direct sum of P1? •• ,PM. We have an epimorphism
β: Pl® — (&Pn-*M. Suppose θ is not (L, M)-maximal. Then θ is extended
to a map θ': S2(L)—>M. Since S2(L) is projective by (1), there is a map
φ'=(φ'ly ..., φ'H): S^L)-*?!®--®?, with φ'β=θ'. Hence the restriction map
φ\\ S1(L)->Pt of φ'i\ S2(L)-^Pi is not (L, Pt )-maximal and so is extended to a
map 9V L->Pi for each z— 1, -
 yn by (c2). As easily seen φβ: L->M is an
extension of θ for the map φ=(φ1, •••, ^)w): L->P10 0PM.
Let A be a ring satisfying the conditions (c). Let S be a simple module
of second kind and L, L
x
 and L2 uniserial modules such that SSLdLjClLa
(see Lemma 3.4 (3)). Consider an exact sequence O^^Sf->L1φL2->M->0 with
<2— (X, l
s
); λ, l^eD^L), where for a map j: S->S we denote also by γ : 5->L
ί
the composition map S-*Lj of 7: 5-^ 5 and the inclusion map 5->L
ί
. Then
by Lemma 2.1 and (c2), M is indecomposable if and only if λ: S->S is (L, L)-
maximal, i.e. λ$D2(L). Assume M is indecomposable. In this case M is
of /2-tyρe and so colocal. Let θ: S1(L)->S1(M) be an isomorphism. Then
we have Θ=μβ1=(μ, 0)β for some μ^Z^L), where β=(βι, β2)τ (see the proof
of Lemma 3.7). Since by Lemma 5.2 L is projective, θ: 5Ί(L) -» /SΊ(M) is
(L, M)-extendible if and only if there exists a map φ=(φι,φ2) L^>Lλ 0L2
such that φβ: L->M is an extension of θ. By the same argument in proof
of Lemma 3.7 and the fact that β^. L
λ
-^M is a monomorphism, it is easily seen
that φβ: L—>M is an extension of θ if and only if an equality μ = φι^s — Φi^
holds in -Dι(L), where we regard <p{ as a map φ{\ L->L (cLt ); /=!, 2. Thus by
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Lemma 5.2 we have
Lemma 5.3. Let A be a ring satisfying (c) and M be a module of I2-type
such that S
λ
(M) is a simple module of second kind. Assume L is a uniserial module
with \L\ <s(M) and θ: S^L^S^M) is an isomorphism. Then under the above
notation, θ is (L, M)-maxίmal if and only if D2(L)ls®D2(L)\®D2(L)μc:Dl(L).
EXAMPLE 3. There exists an artinian ring which satisfies the condition
(c) (or equivalently (d)) but is not of left colocal type: Let F and G be divi-
sion rings such that G is a subring of F and dim FG=2, dimGF>3. There
exist these rings by Cohn [2]. Let
A =
be a subring of a full matrix ring M4(F). Then as easily seen A satisfies the
condition (d) and consequently (c). But A does not satisfy (b) (i.e. A is not
of left colocal type). In order to show it, we construct an indecomposable
module which is not colocal. Put L=Ae
n
, Li = N
4
~
iL(l<i<4) and S = Lly
where e
n
 is a (1, l)-matrix unit of M4(F), and N=radA. Then L, is uni-
serial with | Li \ =ί. We can identify D^L) and D2(L) with F and G, respective-
ly. Let λ and μ be elements of D^L) such that D2(L)\s®D2(L)\®D2(L)μ
cDi(L) and let α'=(λ, 15): S-*L2®L4 and a"=(\, 15): 5-^L30L3 be mono-
morphisms. Then by Lemma 1.2 we have the following exact sequences with
colocal modules P2 and P3:
Let a2: S^>P2 be the composition map of (μ, 0): 5->L20L4 and /3', and let
a3: S-+P3 be the composition map of (μ, 0): S-»L30L3 and β". Define a
monomorphism a: 5->P
x
 0P2φP3 by a = (aίy a2, α3), where Pλ = L and
aι=l
s
, and consider an exact sequence 0-^S^P10P20P3->M->0. Suppose
M is decomposable. Then by Lemma 5.1 there exists a map φk=(φik, <pjk)T-
PiΦPj-^Pk with aiφik+ajφjk=(aiy a^k^=ak, where (i,j,k) is a permutation
of (1, 2, 3). Since the Loewy lengths of P2 and P3 are 4 and 3, respectively, P2
is not isomorphic to P3. But it holds |Pj| < |P2| = |P3|. This shows that
there are no monomorphisms P -^P, for any i and j with I^FJ and ίΦl .
Therefore a^ij=0 if iφy and ίΦl. Thus for some k(k = 2 or 3), we have
S(P\k — sa\<Pik = s&k (s ^  S)> which implies ak: 5-> Pk is (Pi, PΛ)-extendible.
This is a contradiction by Lemma 5.3. Hence M is indecomposable. But the
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map (/32, β3): P2®Pj-*M induced from β is a monomorphism. Therefore M
is not colocal.
From Theorem 4.5 and Example 3, the following question arises.
Question: Whether does any ring of left colocal type satisfy the condition
(D)?
Though we can not answer the question, we study it in relation to simul-
taneous equations over a division ring. Let A be a ring which satisfies (c)
but not (D). Then there is a uniserial module L with | L \ =2 and dim
z?2(L)D1(L)
>3. Put S=S1(L) and let λ, and μ{ (i=I, 2) be elements of D^L) with
D2(L)\s®D2(L)\i@D2(L)μic:Dl(L). Then as in Example 3, consider the
following exact sequences:
•o,0 M
where 0, : S->M{ is a map with θi = (μi,ϋ)βi for a map (μ, , 0): S-+L(&L
(i=l9 2). Then Mt is a module of /2-type and 0, is (L, M^-maximal by Lemma
3.6 and 5.3. Moreover M is not a colocal module. On the other hand by
Lemma 5.1 M is decomposable if and only if there exists a map ψ: LφM,-—»
MJ with (15, θi}^r = θj for some permutation (ί,y) of (1,2) (see the proof of
Example 3). Next we give a necessary and sufficient condition in order that
there exists a map -ψ : L®Ml->M2 with (ls, Θ^=Θ2 Consider the following
diagram with exact rows:
O
(0, λlf ls)
S » LΘ(LΘL)
(1,, A)
(λ2,
As easily seen there exists a map ψ>: LφMl-^M2 with (ls, 0^ = Θ2 if and
only if there exists a map 92: L0(L0L)-->L®L with (Im(0, λlf ls))^>(=(Ker
(1, β1)τ)φ)c:KQr β2 and (1, μl9 Q)φβ2= (μ2y 0)/32, that is for any s<=S it holds
(0, ίλi, ί)9>yS2-0 and (ί, ί^ , 0)^/82=(^2, 0)/52. Put A=(/812, β22)τ: L®L^M2
and φ = (φfj): L0L0L->L0L, where (<p
ί;) is a matrix of type (3,2) with
coefficients φ{j. Since s'\2βl2-\-s'β22=s'(\2y \s)β2=ΰ, by using maps φijy we
can rewrite the above equalities as following:
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l2 = 0 and
But βl2\ L-*M2 is a monomorphism and s is any element of 5. Hence the
equalities are equivalent to the system of equalities
>22λ2 = 0 and
Thus we have
Proposition 5.4. Under the above notation, there exists a map i/r
M2 with (ls, Θ^=Θ2 if and only if the following simultaneous equations with 6-
unknowns have a solution in D2(L) :
)\2 = μ2 .
If Xj=X2 and μι=μ2> then the above simultaneous equations (SE) have
a solution in D2(L) since M1=M2 and Θ1=Θ2. Moreover note that Z)2(L)0
\1D2(L) = D2(L)®μlD2(L) = D1(L) because \ι, μι^D2(L) and dim A(£)z?2α)
(=m(L))=2 by Lemma 3.3.
Let (SE)' denote the simultaneous equations obtained by exchanging 1
and 2 each other in the indices of (SE) above. Assume that for any division
rings FZ)G with dimGF> 3 and dim^G=2 there exist elements λ, , μ{ of F with
Gl®G\i®GμiC.F(i=l92) such that both (SE) and (SE)' have no solution
in G. Then the following conditions would be equivalent.
(1) A is of left colocal type.
(2) A is a ring satisfying (c) and (D).
EXAMPLE 4. An artinian ring which satisfies (c) but is not of right local
type: Let Fz)G be division rings as in Example 3 and put
G
L
-
(G\(r)
Then A is a ring which satisfies (c) but does not (D) and L is a unique non-
simple projective module. Moreover we can regard division rings D^L)!^
D2(L) as F^G. It is an open problem whether A is of left colocal type or
not. If there exist elements λ, , μ{ as above, then A would be not of left colocal
type. On the other hand we can show A is of not right local type.
Let λj and λ2 be elements of F with Gl 0 GλΓ1 θ GλJ1 c F and put
S=(G, 0), S,-(λ,G,0), P = (F,F) and L — P/S^ Denote by 0,: S-^L{ the
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composition map of the inclusion S-*P and the canonical epimorphism σ, :
P—>L, . (We write homomorphisms between right modules on the left side.)
(0ι, Θ2)τLet 0-^ *S > L^Lg—>M-»0 be an exact sequence of right modules. We
show M is indecomposable. Suppose M is decomposable. Then there exists
an isomorphism ψ: Ll-^>L2 with ^Θ1=Θ2 by Corollary 2.2. Since P is a pro-
jective, the map Λ/T can be lifted to a map μ: P->P which is a left multiplica-
tion map by μ^F, so ψσι=σ2μ. This shows μ(XjG, 0)=μ(Ker σ ^ cKer σ2z=:
(X2G, 0) and σ2(l, 0) - 02(1, 0) - ^ (1, Ό) - ψσ^l, 0) - σ2£(l, 0) = σ2(μ, 0).
Hence μ\1=\2a
 and ^==1+^ f°r some a and i in G, so b—αλΓ1+λΓ1=0,
which contradicts GlφGλϊ^θGλ^cF. Thus M is indecomposable. But
clearly M is not local.
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